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Classify the density
profiles

Context
Actually, sea surface height (SSH) measurements
focus on mesoscale and submesoscale processes, and
the forthcoming SWOT altimeter mission will allow
accessing to even smaller spatial scales. In order to
get useful measurements, we need to investigate how
to distinguish ITW patterns from other ocean
patterns. Because the stratification supports ITW
propagation (cf. Basics), the stratification variability
suggests ITW variability.
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Fig. 1 - Classification of density profile in the Amazon shelf in 4 clusters:
(a) PCA plan of the profiles, (b) the spatial distribution, (c) the temporal
distribution and (d) density profiles and the median of each cluster. The
colors of the clusters are common to all the graphs.
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Compare SSH from these simulations to
altimetry and in situ data.
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Perform realistic 3D seasonal simulations in
order to quantify the impacts of seasonal
stratification over the tidal component of SSH.
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Fig. 2 - Modeled amplitude of the baroclinic surface elevation
due to internal tide: in the Amazon shelf respect to the
stratification of (a) cluster 2, (b) cluster 3. (c) The difference
between the two simulations. The black line represents the sum
of the five first modes. The colored patch represent the part of
each baroclinic mode in the sum. The modes outside the sum
line refer to destructive interaction between the modes.

Try to subtract the ITW component of SSH in
the altimetry data (SWOT) based on the
simulations.
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Build ITW correction 2D regional atlases for
different stratification context on each region.
➢
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Fig. 4 - Prospective 3D simulation of ITWs in the
Bay of Biscay. This simulation was run for 10
layers with a summer stratification.

Global approach :
At the generation zone, the ITWs consume some energy from barotropic tide. This
process is parameterized in global tide atlas and could be refine by :
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2 - Internal tidal waves

Fig. 3 - Conceptual diagram of internal tidal wave (ITW) generation. The upper panel describes the
context needed for their generation. The lower panel describes the signature of the ITW: the water
particles are lifted up due to the excitation of barotropic tides over the bathymetry slope (generation
zone), due to the stratification of the water column, the particles start to oscillate in order to recover
their equilibrium depth. Theses oscillations are bigger along the wave beam (green).
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Performing academical simulations for multiple density profiles and shelf slope,

➢

Calculate the best parameterization for every cases,

➢

Rely regions to the closest academical cases.
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